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TUITION HIKE!
by Gregory J. Johnson

William J. Byron, S.J., President of
the Catholic University of America,
recently announced in a letter to all law
students that tuition for the 1991 - 92
school year will be an unprecedented
$15,600.00 ($7,800.00 per semester). For
those of you like me, who have not
taken a math course since high school,
that rounds off to a cool $16,000.00 (or
$8,000.00 per semester), and you haven't
even eaten one peanut butter sandwich
or, heaven forbid, tried to buy a book!
The significant increase is in response
to the implementation of a financial plan
that will allow tuition dollars to cover
part of the debt on tax-exempt bonds
used to fmance the building of the new
law school. The plan was approved by
the University's Board of Trustees at the
October 30, 1990 meeting. The Classes
of '92, '93, and '94, will in essence be
funding the construction of a facility
they will never get to use as students.
Ground breaking, for what is estimated
as a 24 month project, has not even
begun. But, in consolation, as Father
Byron's letter points out, "the new
facility . . . will serve to enhance the
value of your CUA degree throughout
your professional lifetime."
In his annual speech to the incoming
first year class in August of this year,
President Byron warned the classes of
'93 and '94 that "tuition ... was likely to
rise sharply in the fall of 1991." This
statement has come true with a
vengeance; $15,600.00 represents almost

Chris Monolidis, Jen Heil, and Mike "~h"
Gallucci, at the SBA Halloween Party al
Midtown Bar.and GrilL
photo hr TMC
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a 15% increase from the 1990 tuition
amount of $13,590.00. Normally, tuition
would increase by about 2 to 3% in one
year. President Byron's letter goes on to
point out that CUA students currently
are paying a little less than their
counterparts at American, Georgetown
and George Washington U Diversities.
This feeble ploy at defusing student ire
has meet with a resounding, "SO
WHAT!" All things considered, these
schools not only have slightly higher
tuition, but superior facilities and strong
reputations. The letter continues by
explaining that "circumstances" have
changed. This may be the
understatement of the year.
Director of Financial Aid, Ms. Marya
Dennis said, "for the first time, students
receiving financial aid will not be able to
borrow the full amount of their tuition."
The projected student aid budget for the
1991 school year '5 $25,8')0.00 per
student. This figure represents a
projection of what will be needed to
survive during 1991 - 92 and includes
transportation, living expenses,
books/supplies, etc... (Again, for the
high school math dropouts, $25,850.00
minus $15,600.00 is $10,250.00
($854.16/month) left over to buy books,
pay rent, utilities, insurance, credit card
bills, and gas up your car. You'll be
below poverty level ($905.00/month for
a family of two), but you should have
just about enough left for a couple of
jars of peanut butter and a case of
Ramen Noodles -- hon appetite!)
About 85% of the law student body
receives some form of financial aid, and
only about a third of that number
borrows the full amount of their tuition.
If you borrow the maximum amount
available, you will still be about $850.00
short of what it will take to survive next
year. Many of these students will have
trouble meeting the new expenditure
levels.
The Law A ccess and Law Loans
programs both have $25,000.00 per year
"ceilings," Ms. Dennis said, but "Law
Access does not include other
outstanding loans (such as the Perkins)
in figuring the total yearly aggregate
figure you are allowed to borrow."
Therefore, the Law Access program will
allow a student to borrow beyond the
$25,000.00 ceiling if you have alternate
loans. Currently, only about 30 students
per year receive the Perkins loan, the
most popular of the alternate loans. .
Continued on Page Nine

National Team, at 2;

The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception is the largest Catholic Church in the
United States.
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'Forgive Us,
For We Have Graduated
by Anne Woodworth

It sounds like a good deal. "You
practice a certain type of law, and we'll
pay your educational debts for the past
three years." It sounds even better if the
type of law is the field you planned on
practicing anyway. Well, the reality of
such a deal (called the Public Interest
Loan Forgiveness Program) is not quite
so quid pro quo, and such a deal may
remain a fantasy at CUA unless the
proposal now pending before the
University's administration gains
approval soon.
About four years ago, an ad hoc;.
student group advocated implementing
some sort of loan forgiveness plan
through the Office of Financial Aid to
help fund students going into public
interest law. The reasons for advancing
such a program vary, but public interest
jobs typically pay far less than other
areas of the law, though student
educational debts remain a constant.
Thus, to allow students to practice in
their chosen field, and to encourage
careers in serving the public interest, the
loan forgiveness idea developed as one
form of incentive.
Those going into public interest law
are generally strongly committed
individuals who would practice such law

Students, at 4;

with or without financial incentives. But
such devotion and financial sacrifice to .
provide legal services to people who
probably would not receive it otherwise
should be fostered, especially by
institutions like .CUA that espouse a
philosophy of charitable service. The
time is ripe for approving a loan
forgiveness program at CUA, and
knowledgeable people in the field can
help with implementation.
Marcia Pennington Shannon, CUA's
newest addition to the Legal Career
Service's staff was former Assistant
Director of Career Services at
Georgetown Law School, and Public
Interest Law Counselor. After
Graduating from Emory University in
Atlanta, Georgia, and obtaining a
Master's degree in Education and
Counseling, Ms. Shannon spent a year at
the University of Cincinnati. This was
made possible by an internship with the
Career Counseling Center there. She
then returned to the Washington, D.C.
area, accepting a position at Georgetown
in 1981. As Ms. Shannon always planned
on a career in the public interest sector,
her experiences have served her well,
and students should feel confident about
consulting her on job search strategies,
career options, interviewing techniques,
Continued on Page Thirteen

Gift Drive, at 5.
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--BAR REVIEW--

I
Nossaman from Thomas M. Cooley was
elected Secretary-Treasurer for next
year.
The entire weekend wasn't all work,
we did manage to go to a few reggae
· bars and Quincy Market. A trip to
Boston would not be complete without
seeing Beacon Hill, the Boston
Commons, and Fenway Park. I also did
the tourist thing and went inside
"Cheers," but was disappointed because
it looks nothing like the bar on
television.
On Sunday, November 11th, I held
another circuit meeting. We discussed
the possibility of George Mason merging
with our circuit and becoming the sixth
school. A resolution was presented and
discussed by our circuit and
representatives from George Mason and
was passed unanimously. The only catch
by Michael "Gooch" Gallucci
is, that to officially complete the task, it
requires an amendment to the
Greetings and salutations. I hope all ABA\LSD By-Laws which can only be
is well. I have just returned from done at the Annual Assembly before the
Boston, Mass., where I attended my last entire Law Student Division; but at least
Board of Governor's meeting November we started the process. We also
first through the fourth. Although it was discussed implementing the Volunteer
my last Board meeting, my duties as Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program
Eleventh Circuit Governor are not at all five schools, and I introduced our
finished until April. A great deal was new Lieutenant Governor for VITA,
accomplished at this meeting, including Genie Miller. The Eleventh Circuit is
the election of next year's officers for planning a blanket and glove drive for
the ABA Law Student Division. The the homeless in December, as well as
positions elected were: Chair, Vice- implementing a public service
Chair, and Secretary-Treasurer. The requirement of law students before
voting was done by the Board of graduation. Keep an eye out for a
Governors, which is comprised of the membership table in Leahy Hall during
fifteen circuit governors, the three the next few weeks.
division delegates, and the current
Attending the meeting from Catholic
officers. All the candidates for each was Jennifer Heil, the CUA ABA
position gave a five minute speech and representative, Genie Miller, Lt.
then answered specific questions in Governor for VITA, and the CUA ABA
Round-Robin session. Three law co-representatives: Kelly Donovan, Rob
students ran for the position of Chair, Chamberlin, and Doug Wigdor. If you
six ran for Vice-Chair, and two ran for have any questions (or complaints),
Secretary-Treasurer. Of all these please feel free to contact them.
qualified candidates, Tracy Giles from Membership for our circuit is increasing
Mercer University was elected Chair, but more needs to be done, so get
Cheryl Forbes from University of San involved. Join the ABA Law Student
Diego was elected Vice-Chair, and Stacy Division!

National TeaID
Wins Again!
by Jeff L'Hote

Chancellor
On November 15th, our National
Appellate Moot Court team defeated
Villanova University to win the regional
round of the 41stAnnual National Moot
Court Competition in Philadelphia.
Our team, comprised of second-year
students Kate Kenealy, Joe Hopkins,
and 1ina DiFranco, defeated George
Washington University, University of
Pittsburgh, Georgetown University, and
University of Maryland en route to
winning the regional round for the
second straight year. Catholic University
was also awarded •Best Brief" in the

fifteen-school region.
Guided by third-year coach John
Dougherty, a member of last year's
team, we will compete next in the
National Final Rounds to be held in
New York City during the week of
February 4th through the 7th, 1991. This
national competition is sponsored by the
Young Lawyers Committee of The
Association of the Bar of the City of
New York. Incidentally, the National
Moot Court Competition is the second
oldest interschool appellate competition
in the country; our own Sutherland Cup
is the oldest.
Congratulations Kate, Joe, Tina, and
John!

Dave and Kris do Georgetown ... maybe bargain). We then walked to a nearby
. . . sometime . . . o.k. we'll get to it liquor store to purchase the evenings
beverages. Dave, anticipating a
eventually ...
cheeseburger at McDonald's, selected a
6-pack of a fine hops-brew named
by Kristen Lefevre
Milwaukee's Beast. (Dave's only
and
comment is "the name says it all") I, of
Dave Mills
course, decided to select a vintage wine
out· of my home state of California. I
Dear Concerned Students:
finally settled on a presumptuous little
For all of you who anxiously await the bottle of Gallo Chablis (In the jug with
report of our riotous sojourn into the a screw-off cap) which would go oh-so
decadent depths of Georgetown, you're well with french-fries and chicken
just going to have to wait. Frankly, we're McNuggets. All I can say about this little
broke. Because of recent administrative rascal of a vineyard is that last week was
decisions, your faithful columnists have a good vintage.
been forced to forgo our usual opulent
Dave and I took our feast back to his
fare and begin scrimping so that we can apartment where we were entertained by
be fortunate enough to attend this fine two straight hours of "Who's the Boss."
institution and use all of its state-of-theTotal cost of this extravagaDZ<1
art amenities, including the fine gourmet including dinner, drinks, transportation,
dining in Chez Caldwell, the climate and entertainment ... $12.50 (and that'~
controlled hbrary and, of course, our for two!)
ample and reasonably priced parking
So just because we won't even be
facilities. We're thinking about billing able to afford the Tune Inn next yeru
ourselves as performance artists, so as to doesn't mean we can't have a rousin!
qualify for NEA funding, but until we good time. And, if you start saving now
can come up with . something obscene, you might be able to afford Bud in caru
we'll just have to make do reviewing and two cheeseburgers.
what we call the Tuition Increase Drink
Now, since we promised that wt
Special (talk about obscene!!).
would review Georgetown bars, we havt
We begin our fabulous evening out- started our Beer-fund and are acceptin!
-in. We can't afford gas now that it's donations. You can find us at the cornei
over $1.50 per gallon, so I (Kris) Metro- of Wisconsin and "M" Streets. Please be
ed to Dave's (who is unable to type due generous and give 'til it hurts.
to his inability to use cutlery responsibly
(Dave, just say no.)) I waited until after
Your reviewers in debt
rush-hour to save the $.10 (what a
Kris and Davi

~sodate

Professor Lisa Lennan, Ellen Scully, Director of the Columbus Community Legal
rrices, and Michael Mc:Gonnigal, Supervising Attorney for the Advocacy for the Elderly disruss
emships and clinical programs with fll'St year students at the LCS "Legal Careers" program.
sociate Professor Harold McDougall was also a panelist.
photo by GN

The Intellectual Property Law
Student Association
Announces Its Next Meeting

Friday, November 30, 5:30pm
Leahy Room 105
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can develop that overall law school
experience in many different ways. One
of those ways is by taking an hour out
from studying "what is gross income"
and listening to four distinguished
panelist discuss "Art at What Price?" It
is a topic that should be particularly
interesting to all of you law students
who may actually be alive and aren't
walking code books. Enough said on
how alive you all actually are.
Well, maybe not enough yet. There is
a serious subject I want to address that
goes far beyond law school grades. A
couple of days before my very first law
school exam a fellow first year student,
and a friend to many, took his own life.
Dear Readers,
Every time I sit down to write this It is something that should never have
article I ponder what to say and how to happened. It's something we cannot
say it. This week's column is going to change, but it is something we may be
contain whatever comes into my head. able to prevent from occurring again.
This is a high pressure time in your
I'm- sure some of you are now saying,
"Then it will definitely be short!" Well life, but your life extends far beyond a
number on a piece of paper or any
we'll just have to see.
I just came from the Federalist problem you may face. CUA has a
Society's Panel Discussion on "Art at fantastic Counseling Center and you can
What Price?" The discussion was schedule a confidential appointment
phenomenal to say the least. My gripe is simply by dialing 319-5765. If you have
that the attendance was only fair. There any problems at all just pick up the
were approximately fifty people in the phone. It's no big deal to say "help!" I
Hannon Hall auditorium; there should do it all the time, to many different
have been hundreds. CUA law can seem people. If you don't feel like making a
so apathetic at times it's depressing. call, at least go see a movie and relax.
Anyway, below are some other
Many of you are concerned about
getting that "A" in Contracts or Tax. "important" things you should be aware
Getting that "A" may get you into an of:
-As you all have heard by now, there
interview but it's the application of that
• N' that will get you the job! My will be a "moderate" tuition increase
Contracts grade was only a "C" (yes, first next year (thank G-d I'm graduating). A
years, believe it or not, some of you may student committee is being formed to
also get a "C" in Contracts) but I was develop an alternative that is mutually
able to apply that "C" in interviews. As a satisfactory to both the student body and
result, I was able to get a job every the University Administration. Jeff
summer and will work next September Arnold, a second year day student, will
at the "large" law firm I worked for this be Chairman of the Committee. Anyone
past summer. The point I'm trying to interested please contact him directly.
make is that the importance of getting Jeff will be holding a meeting Monday,
that "A" exists, but developing an overall November 26, 1990, in the Keane Hall
educational experience is what basement library at 8pm.
distinguishes yourself from others. You
-SBA will be sponsoring another

Put A Smile On Someone's Face
This Holiday Season
Donate a new, wrapped gift
for area homeless
Select a name from the large gift box in the lobby of
Leahy and return the gift with the tag
attached to the Judicial Notice or SBA office
in the basement of Keane Hall
prior to December 7th.

All of·the gifts received will be donated to
The Coalition for the Homeless.
Presented by The Native American Law
Students Association

Town Meeting on Wednesday,
November 28, 1990. The times are
1:15pm to 2:30pm in the Moot Court
room in Leahy and then again from
5:15pm to 6:15pm in Leahy Room 105.
Both meetings are open to all students,
faculty, administration, and staff;
however, the second meeting will focus
on night student's concerns for the first
few minutes and then open up to all
students. For those of you who could not
attend last semester's Town Meeting, it
is a discussion moderated by Dean
Rohner and me where the students ask
the Deans any questions they may have
as long as it is within the printed agenda
SBA has created. Below is a copy of
said agenda. If you have a question
which you believe may go beyond the
agenda, please contact an SBA member
prior to the Town Meeting and we will
determine whether or not it can be
addressed at this particular meeting. If
you're not interested in any of the topics
printed on the agenda you may be
interested in the free food and drink we
will be providing.

The Job Search Panic?
-New Diploma/ Instead Of The
Current Acme Style Abomination!
-Campus Parking/ Availability and
Cost!
-Loan Forgiveness/ Approval and
Procedures?
-Class Scheduling?
-Environmental Law & Intellectual
Property Classes
-Present Facility Conditions/The
Temperature Nightmare!
-Installing The T.V. Monitor
Information System As Opposed To
The Present Elementary Style Easel
System In Leahy Lobby!
-Night Students Unique Status In The
CUA Community/ i.e. Rotating
Professors Between Night And Day.
-Shortened Winter Break & Three
Weeks Between Last Exam And
Graduation / Silly You Ask? Yes
I'd Say!
-Free Exam Food Provided by SBA SBA May Eliminate The Food And
Provide Only Coffee And Tea.

Well, that's about it. Good luck on
TOWN MEETING AGENDA:
exams and have a great, but shortened,
-Tuition Increase!
winter vacation.
-"New" Law School Building!
Take care,
-Jobs/ Or Lack There Of! What Can
Tom
And Is Being Done To Alleviate

\

Many frrst years attended LCS's "Legal Careers" program on November 9, 1990.

ATTN: FIRST YEAR AND
TRANSFER STUDENTS
Federal law now requires all first
time Stafford Loan (GSL) or
Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS)
borrowers at a College or University' to
attend an entrance interview before
obtaining their loan proceeds. This is
necessary even if you received a loan at
a prior Institution. Therefore, before you
may sign your second disbursement
check, you must first attend an entrance
counseling session.
Sessions will be held in Keane
Auditorium on the following dates and
times:
Monday, November 19, ll:OOam
and 4:00pm
Tuesday, November 20, lO:OOam,
2:00pm, and 6:00pm
Monday, November 26, lO:OOam,
3:00pm, and 6:00pm
Tuesday, November 27, lO:OOam,
l:OOpm, and 4:00pm
Wednesday, November 28, 9:00am,
ll:OOam, and l:OOpm
/

Each session will be no longer than
one half hour. At the end of the session
you will be required to sign a form
acknowledging that you understand
certain aspects ~f the loan obligation.
Checks cannot be sent to Student
Accounts until you have attended a
session and signed the form. Attendance
of a session will enable you to sign your
second semester loan checks as early as
the second week in D ecember and
obtain your refund before you leave for
Christmas break.
I am sorry that this has to take place
at this busy time in the term, but we are
trying to comply while making the
process as quick for you as possible. If
you cannot attend one of the above
sessions, please call my office to make
special arrangements.
I appreciate your cooperation and
assistance.
Marya Dennis
Director of Financial Aid/Law School
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CLASSROOM STANDOUTS
by Jill Hoexter
Second Year Day
When a person enters law school,
they bring their own background and
experiences. While some people attend
law school immediately after college in
order to start a career, others find a law
degree helpful in furthering a career
they've already started, and still others
find midway through life they would like
a new career. This is the first of three
articles profiling three students from
each class who have diverse backgrounds
and reasons for attending law school
when they did. The three second year
students profiled in this article stand out
from the rest of the class for activities
done outside the classroom.
Jeanne Espinel, in addition to
attending law school, is also a nurse,
wife, and the mother of 22 year old
Victoria, 17 year old Francisco, and 13
year old Zulima. Jeanne met her
husband in college while studying in the
library one Saturday night. (Hint, look
around you the next time you're
studying.) After raising three children,
Jeanne decided it was her turn to rebel
and do something for herself. Having
been out of school for a number of
years, Jeanne admitted to being
apprehensive about how she would be
treated. However, the law school
experience is more positive than she had
anticipated. She even found it amusing
that some events she lived through, such
as the Vietnam War, were history to
other students.
At the same time Jeanne found law
school exhilarating, she also found it to
be a humbling experience. Jeanne
started law school at the same time her

oldest daughter, Victoria, started law
school at Georgetown University. Jeanne
remembered how nine hours before her
property exam she was helping a fellow
student with an answer when Victoria

Tom Curran; priest, law student, and
SBA Representative, a super stand out.

screamed, "No, no you're all wrong - let
me explain." This was one of the few ·
times Jeanne has talked about law
school with Victoria for they find that
each has a different attitude towards law
school. While Victoria is just beginning
a new career and it is the central focus
in her life, Jeanne believes that law
school has a different place for her due

to her family responsibilities. But,
Jeanne claims, law school "beats doing
the dishes."
When Jeanne entered law school she
planned to combine her nursing and law
degrees and practice law within a
medical context. Now, Jeanne has been
influenced by the younger generation in
law school and believes she has opened ·
her mind to new possibilities. She would
like to provide representation for people
who cannot afford assistance.
Like Jeanne, second year day student
Tom Curran has spent many years prior
to law school in another profession.
Tom was ordained a priest in 1984.
While not many priests go on to become
attorneys, Tom does not view law school
as changing his profession, but instead,
an expansion of his career with the
church. Law school does not interfere
with his role as a priest. Tom finds time
every day to celebrate mass.
While many honors have been
bestowed on Tom as a priest, such as
offering the invocation before a joint
session of Congress when Lech Walesa
arrived in Washington, D.C., you will
not see him wearing bis collar on one
occasion. However, Tom probably
wished he had worn it. A professor was
lecturing on the illegality of polygamy
when he turned to Tom, unaware he was
a priest, and said something to the effect
of "you would like that wouldn't you Mr.
Curran." The entire class laughed
hysterically while Tom turned bright red.
The professor's reaction upon learning
Tom was a priest was, "Wouldn't you
know, the one person I pick on!!"
Tom is concerned with the number of
refugees deported from the United
States and would like to help them stay
in this country. He expects to gain trial
experience in litigation by working in a
public defender's office but ultimately
plans on conducting immigration work

REM: Tourfilm
drawback. McKay shot much of it in
black and white and made it appear as
though the viewer is in the front row.
Accordingly,
stage apparatus, such as
Now that R.E.M. has moved up from
being the darling of college radio to a monitors and lights, sometimes obstruct
full~fledged arena draw, it has released views.
The picture careens wildly from about
Tourfilm, a concert video from their
the
stage and provides many closeup.
1989 world tour. Though the
performances are predictably polished, shot.s looking up • at various band
the quirky camera angles and members. Yet, the.full band wide angle
unrestrained direction are more shots are few and far between.
Predictably, the cameras focus
distracting than alluring.
The video draws largely from their excessively on Stipe at the expense of
last album, Green, and its two Buck, a far more interesting performer.
predecessors, Document, and Life's Rich From his ridiculous Mohawk with tail
Pageant. Consequently, it omits most of and black eyepaint look to his hopping,
prancing mannerisms, Stipe has
their best songs from earlier albums.
developed
a truly annoying stage
Aided by guitarist/keyboardist Peter
presence.
His
pointless banging on a
Holsapple, R.E.M. sounds as tight as
they ever have. Specifically, drummer metal chair with a drumstick nearly
Bill Berry has improved greatly with ruins an otherwise lovely "World Leader
time. Guitarist Peter Buck has added Pretend."
One must, however, give Stipe credit
several new wrinkles to his earlier
janglemeister approach. Bassist Mike for being an embodiment of the
American dream: Where else could the
Mills adds solid, melodic lines.
In addition, the soundtrack is the village idiot of a college town in Georgia
cleanest recorded mix they've ever had. become a rock star that some people
This makes understandable many of the actually take seriously? If he were any
lyrics that are indecipherable in the dumber, he'd be Joe Strummer!
Overall, Tourfilm isn't bad. But its
studio versions.
The video's direction by Jim McKay self-conscious quirkiness undercuts its
with singer Michael Stipe, however, is a power.
by Andrew Baxley
Third Year Day

i

within the Church setting.
Unlike Jeanne and Tom, second year
student Rob Sweeney attended
Catholic's Law School directly after
completing his undergraduate work. Two
weeks into his third semester, a position
to teach history at his former Catholic
high school in Ramsey, New Jersey
opened up. Since Rob was not sure of
exactly what type of law he intended to
practice upon graduation, he accepted
the job. Rob knew he was taking a
chance leaving law school, but said, "the
opportunity to teach doesn't arise often."
Rob discovered on his first day of school
that teaching high school would not be
any easier than attending law school.
Rob did not demand that the students in
his class call him Mr. Sweeney, as all the
other teachers did. Instead he asked the
students to call him Rob. By the middle
of the day, even students not in his class
popped their heads into his classroom
screaming, "Hi Rob." After the principal
stopped by for a "chat" with Rob, the
students once again called him Mr.
Sweeney.
When Rob retwned to Catholic
University this year he found he had a
new perspective and a determination not
just to pass, but to excel. This is
evidenced by his success in competing
in, and winning the Miller Cup
Competition. Even some of his friends,
who wished to remain anonymous,
admitted that "he wouldn't have cared
about winning the Miller Cup
competition if he had participated in it
in his first year," and "he is very sure of
himself now, and of his goals" In the
future Rob plans to continue teaching
on a part-time basis and work on
Capitol Hill as a lobbyist.

....

If anyone has any suggestions or
recommendations on who to interview for
the next article on first years, let me know.

Send a message
to someone youlove
stationed in the Gulf.
For free.
Desert Fax'" service can help you reach
U.S. Military Personnel in the Gulf.*
Aquick note. Asilly doodle. Aclipping from the local newspaper.
They may not seem like much, but to someone far away from home, they
can mean~ lot. And now there's a fast, easy way to send these heartfeli
messages to a loved one stationed in the Gulf. For free.
Its called Desert Fax. It stores messages electronically and transmits
them at high speed using Enhanced FAX service, which is available
internationally. So you can fax a message to any U.S. military personnel
overseas•• involved in Operation Desert Shield.
just go to your nearest AT&T Phone Center to pick up an official
Desert Fax form. Put your personal message in the space providedt Fill in
the necessary information including social security number and
APO/ FPO. An employee will fax it for you. And the person in the Gulf
should receive your message within a few days.
Desert Fax·messages can only be sent from the U.S. to the Gulf using
the official forms available at all AT&T Phone Centers. To find out where
the one nearest to you is located, and its hours, consult your white pages.
Or call 1 800 555-Slll, Ext. 36, Mon-Fri 8am-6pm, Sat 8am-4pm.
Because staying connected is something thats important to all of us.
Desert Fax is a public service brought to you by AT&T.
lb is space is donated by this publication.

'This ser\'icc will remain in dkc1 un1il modified orwi1hdrJwn b\' AT&T
© 1!190 ATf,f

''Acth·c Duty and Rcscn·ists

+Blm~ or black ballpoint pen rcc"ommendcd
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Caring and Sharing
by Teri E. Poust
During the next few weeks, the
Native American Law Students
Association will be conducting a gift
drive to benefit the area's
underprivileged. We are asking that
everyone become involved so that we
are able to help as many people as
possible.
Our gift drive has already begun and
will continue through December 7th. A
large gift box covered with tags can be
found in the lobby of Leahy. Please
select a tag and purchase a gift
appropriate for the individual named on
the tag. The wrapped gift should then be
brought to the Judicial Notice or SBA
office in the basement of Keane.
All of the gifts received will be
donated to the Coalition for the
Homeless. The Coalition for the
Homeless provides emergency and
transitional shelter for the area's
homeless. Their three shelters each have

beds for 150 men over age 18. The
Coalition also operates apartments
where approximately 100 children of all
ages reside. Because of the transitional
nature of the shelter, names and ages of
the individuals are unavailable; however,
the tags provided represent an
approximate breakdown of individuals at
the shelters during the holiday season.
Individuals at the shelter are in need
of all basic necessities. From basic items
of clothing and toiletries for the men to
clothing, art supplies, and books for the
children. All gifts will go a long way
towards making another's holiday season
a little more enjoyable and will be
greatly appreciated! Spread the Holiday
Spirit!
If you would like to participate but do
not have the time to shop, we are
accepting donations in the Judicial
Notice office. All funds will be used to
purchase gifts which will be donated to
the Coalition for the Homeless.
Thank you!
•

~

LEGAL PURSUITS
C&P--CRIME & PUNISHMENT
H&L--HEALTII & LEGALESE
L&A--LAWAND 11IE ARTS
C--OUR CONSTITlJTION
P--PERSONALITIES

the

Courthouse shootout?

Colby tried?
14.C--Which amendment allows someone
not to testify against himself?
15.P--Who said, nGreat cases like hard
cases make bad law?
16.C&P--What crime have you committed
in California ifyou steal a dog in order to
seH it?
17.H&L--What is Latin /OI' "no contestn?
18.L&A--Whose famous Je&r appeared in
the original movie Witness for the
Prosecution?
19.C--How many justices comprised the

Supreme Court in Miller v.
California (1973)?
10.P--Whatfamous actor helped establish
an impmtant principle of marital law?
11.C&P--Of what crime were the
.·
Scotsboro boys convicted?
1.C&P--What famous black activist was 12.H&L--What is a Latin phrase for
accused and acquitted of providing the "good faithn?
weapons for the Marin County 13.L&A--For whose murder was Alexis

2.H&L--Who said, nHave you no shame,
Senatorr and to whom?
3.L&A--ln what movie did Paul Newman
play an alcoholic lawyer?
4.C--Due process of law is guaranteed by
which Constilutional Amendment(s)?
5.P--Who was Jeny Rubin's activist
attomey in the Oaicago Seven trial?
6.C&P--What was the longest prison
sentence?
1.H&L--What bar review course has had
itspass rate independently verified by both
1111 East Coast and West Coast law
school?
8.L&A-Blake Canington of "~"
MU jim tried fOI' murdering whom?
9.C-What niM-letterwonl was defined by

fir.ft Supmne Court?
20.P--What civil rights leader said,
"Judicial de<nes may not change the
heart, but they Cll1I restrain the heartJessn?

TRINITY SQUARE
212 MICHIGAN AVE, N.E.

Dear Thankful:
I would go with whatever boyfriend
has the biggest bird.
Talkin' Turkey
Ed

Dear Eddy:
I don't know what the general
consensus is, but I'm @#*!!*# mad! I
don't think it's fair that we should get
the short end of the stick on this tuition
deal. Why should we have to pay for a
new building that we're never going to
see the inside of? How do others feel
about this situation?
Signed,
Dear Eddy:
Al
Ready
N.
Debt
I feel like the biggest law school
loser! I am having the hardest time
bringing myself to study. I find myself
scrubbing the bathtub, vacuuming out
the trunk of my car, writing to you -anything to avoid studying! And when I
do sit down to study, I realize - 45 Dear Al:
Gee! You're really alone ,..pn this.
minutes later - that I haven't absorbed
a thing! With finals just a few weeks Most faculty are pretty exciteq about the
away, I am starting to panic! I feel so hike.I
Third years couldn't really care less
overwhelmed but at the same time,
bored. And then I think, "I'm just a because, as Roger Hartley would say,
second year. I have another whole year "they're outta here!"
of this!" What's a fed up student to do?
Second years only have to deal with
Signed, it one year. They're this close, why
Byrne N. Out would they bother to start caring now?
First years are happy because it's
good practice for the future. They've
adopted the "It builds character"
Dear Byrne:
attitude.
It sounds to me like your suffering
Those who have yet to start law
from a very serious and highly school will never know the difference!
contagious condition known as "!'m-a- Plus - they'll get to reap the benefits!
lazy-crybaby-and-it's-getting-close-toSo as you can see, you just have a
exams-and-1-don't-have-any-outlines- crappy attitude. Quit your moanin' and
done-why-did-1-watch-so-much-damned- groanin' and break out your checkbook!
tv-itis." Unfortunately, many law school
Carelessly,
Ed
students suffer from this. It is mostly
common among second years. The only
cure for it is getting your fat butt out of
bed in the morning and taking 6 hours
of library, 2 times a day. If boredom
persists, increase dosage to 4 hours, 3
Dear Eddy:
times a day. Symptoms should disappear
When the hell am I supposed to find
by your second semester of your third
time to do outlines?
year. In the mean time, take comfort in
Way B. Hined
the fact that your bathtub will be
squeaky-clean for months to come!
Signed,
Dr.Ed
Dear Mr. B. Hined:
They don't take long at all. You can
kick one out for each final the night·
Dear Eddy:
before the exam and memorize it that
My boyfriend at school wants me to morning. Personally, I think they're a big
go home to his house for Thanksgiving waste of time. Your time would be
dinner. My boyfriend at home wants me much better spent solving world hunger,
to come home. Whatever I choose, curing cancer, or rooting for the
someone will be hurt. What should I do? Redskins!
Signed,
Should have gotten ready,
Thankful for Advice
Eddy

265-4242
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At the LCS program on Legal Careers for rirst years, alumni presented views and gave advice on
the "Legal Market.• From left to right, DeBorah Smith ('89), Institute for Public Representation,
Georgetown Law Center, George Breen ('89), Law Clerk to the Honorable Broce S. Mencher, D.C.
Superior Court; and Giovanna M. Cinelli ('86), Associate Attorney at Hale & Dorr.
pholollyTMC
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COLUMBUS CULINARY COMMENT
by Rachel Gold
Third Year Day
Tunnicliffs Tavern
222 7th Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C., 20002
(202) 546-3663
Hours: Jl:OOam - ll:OOpm (kitchen)
1l:OOam - l:OOam (bar, weekdays)
ll:OOam - 3:00am (bar, weekends)
Price Range: Appetizers: $2.00 - $5.75
Sandwiches: $7.00
Entrees: $10.00 - $16.50
Plastic: Mastercard, Visa, American
Express, and Diner's Club
Alcohol: Beer, wine, and cocktails
"If you don't live on Capitol Hill, you
probably don't know what Tunnicliff's
Tavern is," said the waiter during dinner.
Tunnicliff's is an often-passed
bar /restaurant which sits so quietly in
the backdrop of Eastern Market that it
almost looks like a movie prop. For
those of us who live on Capitol Hill,
Tunnicliff's is a neighborhood
restaurant. My guests included fellow
Hill residents, housemates Jackie Caron
and Jim Balog, neighbor Greg Asciolla,
and John Zaccaro. Although John does
not live on the Hill, he was a necessary
part of our entourage to show that
Tunnicliffs is very receptive to outsiders.
The entrance to Tunnicliffs opens
into the bar area which immediately
imposes a feeling of warmth. The
lighting is dim yet not gloomy and
enhances the feeling of coziness. Most
of the bar stools lined up against the
long wooden

bar are occupied by

regulars watching their favorite sports
game on one of the two TV's above.
The bartender, who is one of the
owners, keeps the customers' pints filled
with Bass Ale and bowls filled with
complementary Goldfish crackers. "The
only thing missing is a fire place,"
observed John.
The dining area also has a
neighborhood appeal as its walls are
filled with the paintings of local artists.
Just from glancing at the menu, I could
tell that what keeps Tunnicliffs
customers coming back for more are the
little extras that it adds to its dishes. For
example, rather than serve a sandwich
on whole wheat bread, Tunnicliffs will
serve it on a baguette, or instead of
offering your average Turkey and Swiss,
Tunnicliff's puts it in a pita and serves it
with sprouts and chutney.
Tunnicliffs lists an array of enticing
appetizers each one served with its own
unique sauce. John ordered the Catfish
Tidbits with Bon Ton sauce. Bon Ton
sauce tastes like a blend of cocktail
sauce and french dressing. John gave no
immediate comment on the catfish, but
after two slow bites he responded
diplomatically with "it has a real nice
light batter." The rest of us gave the
Tidbits a more favorable review. Jim not
knowing the proper critique procedure
gave it a B + while Greg gave it the
correct Three and 1/2 Forks Up. Jackie
began her meal with a cup of chili which
she sad was "good but nothing special."
Each of us ordered a different entree
upon my suggestion. John ordered the
Shrimp Creole, Jim the Veal Picatta
with capers, Greg the Pan Fried
Mountain Trout Filets, Jackie the

The D.C. Coalition Against Domestic Violence raised the consciousness of many students at the'
November 13th panel discussion.

Chicken Tenders with creamy brie &
champagne, and I had the Sauteed Crab
Cakes with tartar and cocktail sauce.
Each entree was served with new
potatoes and broccoli. I opted for a side
of fries instead which were "better than
the Tune Inn's" said Greg. Each of us
took our time in savoring our initial
bites. Then Jim burst forth with "let me
be the first to say that the Veal Picatta
is very good!" Greg's trout was served
beneath a hot pepper sauce which he
described as "a good hot and not an
uncomfortable hot." Greg's one
complaint was the small size of the
portion. He cracked, "there must be
some fishing law against plucking a fish
from its prime." Jackie had nothing but
rave reviews for the chicken tenders. She
said, "I think it's the champagne that
does it." I thought that the crab cakes
were excellent with ample portions of
meat and just the right amount of
batter. We had one dissenter among us.
John was disappointed with his Shrimp

Creole which was served with a lot of
rice but not much shrimp. "I wouldn't
order it again," he said.
Tunniclifrs busiest times are Friday
night and during the weekend brunch.
Although this is strictly hearsay, I feel

compelled to report that fellow law
student and friend, John Medosch, told
me that he went to brunch at
Tunnicliff's a couple of weekends ago,
and that he came out disappointed. I
have no first hand knowledge about the
quality of the brunch, and whether or
not to believe John I leave to your
discretion.
Tunnicliff's received a Three and 1/2
Forks Up review from our crowd.

Paul McCartney:
Tripping the Live Fantastic
by Andrew Baxley
Third Year Day
Though Paul McCartney and the late
John Lennon combined to lead the
Beatles, each left different heirs when
the Beatles broke up in 1970.
Overtly political bands, such as U2
and Midnight Oil, attempt to carry on
Lennon's legacy, while lightweight saps,
such as Elton John and Billy Joel,
embody McCartney's pop sensibilities.
McCartney's work since the Beatles
break up has suffered from a lack of a
strong collaborator to weed out his
syrupy tendencies and a general lack of
a need to prove himself anymore. Given
his general lack of quality songwriting
over the last 20 years, one could almost
forget his obvious strengths: he's one of
rock'n' roll's archetypal singers and most
distinctive bassists. He's not half bad on
guitar and piano either.
After largely ignoring the Beatles
catalog when his post-Beatles band,
Wings, made their lone tour of the
United States in 1976, McCartney pulled
a healthy batch of Fab Four favorites
out of the mothballs on his 1989-1990
world junket. Many Beatles songs, such
as "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band" and the closing medley from
Abbey Road, were playing onstage
anywhere for the first time on the recent

tour.
Tripping the Live Fantastic is a twoCD document of that tour. Recorded at
various locations from September 1989
to June 1990, the set runs through
recent tour shows in order. By
juxtaposing solo hits with Beatles
material, he exposes just how
disappointing his solo career has been
and just how well his best Beatles songs
have held up over 2Q-plus years.
Yet, even when the songs aren't up to
par, it's tough to fault his performances.
Few singers have the vocal ability to
alternate between ballads and up tempo
rockers with McCartney's ease and
clarity. Even though, for example, his
recent single, "My Brave Face," isn't a
great track, it's got an irresistible bass
line. In addition, his four-and-a-half
piece band (does wife Linda McCartney
really contribute anything?) is far more
competent than Wings ever was.
As an added feature, McCartney
tossed in some soundcheck outtakes ~
which he and his band run through old
rock 'n' roll favorites, music hall ballads,
and loose jams. Though not entirely
successful, they're as revealing as
anything from the concert segments.
Paul McCartney's recent tour
provided a refreshing look back at a
fabled, yet inconsistent career. Tripping
the Live Fantastic is a faithful document
of that tour.
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Cameos SafetJ

--- Starts With You!
Street Smarts On Campus •Stand tall, walk purposefully, and look confident. Be alert
to yqur surroundings.
• Use well-lighted, wet~traveled routes and try to walk with
friends.
• Learn the locations of all public and emergency phones.
You might need one in an emergency!

• Avoid isolated places, like laboratories after class hours ·
If you have to be in these places, take a friend a-.d be
extra alert.

Residence Hall Security • Lock the door to your room when you are sleeping or are out.
• Don't leave valuables. like your wallet, checkbook, or jewelry, in
open view.
•Take care of your keys. Don't give anyone the chance to duplicate
them.
• riang up immediately on any obscene or harassing phone calls.
Report them to campus security or residence hall staff.

CRIME ALERT. !
campus police so that extra attention
can be given to that area.
2. Do not park in the rear of the
bank after dark.
3. Do not use the machine if anyone
is loitering around the area, notify the
campus police.
4. As in any robbery situation, do not
attempt to resist the demands of the
robber. Give him/her what is asked for,
get a good description, and as soon as
safety allows, notify the campus police.
5. The holiday season is approaching.
Safety Precautions:
1. Always try to use the A TM Use extra caution at any ATM machine.
machine during daylight hours only. H Do not carry large sums of money.
you must use the ATM machine after Beware of your surroundings.
CUA campus police (202) 319-5111
dark, use the front machine facing the
administration building, and notify the or pick up any emergency telephone.

On Wednesday, November 14, 1990,
at approximately 11:30pm, at the
Madison Bank ATM machine, three (3)
students were robbed at gunpoint after
using the ATM machine. The suspect
approached from the rear, Michigan
Avenue and 7th Street side.
The suspect was a black male,
approximately six feet tall, _wearing a
blue ski mask with red trim, glasses,
blue coat, and blue jeans.

NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION COUNCH.... WASHINGTON, O..C. 20005

THE REPLACEMENTS:

ILS UPDATE

All Shook Down

by Rico Sogocio
Second Year Day

1-800-CALL-EDF

Dl•FJWB>E"fm

Last week's panel discussion on
career opportunities in International
Law was a success. Thanks in large part
goes to the five distinguished panelists
who managed to give a sobering yet
honest and informative view on the job
possibilities for the future in
International Law. Of equal importance
was the great attendance, which
demonstrated a significant interest in the
field as well as represented our law
school in a very favorable way.
Hopefully, this will only grow in the
future. Alas, that event will probably be
our last for the semester, except for
maybe a sponsored "study break" during
finals. Currently, we are planning our
tentative schedule of events for next
semester, so those of you who have
suggestions should talk to any of us on
the Board reasonably soon.
'
In the meantime, relax and do it up
for finals. Oh, and those of you
considering study abroad programs for
this summer, check the ILS board and
the file on reserve in the library for
preliminary information on available
programs. Any specific questions can be
directed to me. Thanks and good luck!

Phi Alpha Delta
and
The Native American
Law Students Association
Would Like To Thank Everyone Who
Donated Food To Our Food Drive.

Thanks For Caring!!!

by Andrew Baxley
Third Year Day

The Replacements emerged from
Minnesota in the early 1980's with twc
major influences: alcohol and the hard
garage pop of such '70's bands as B~
Star.
The "Mats," as they're known to their
fans, were notable for their onstage
unpredictability. On some nights, they'd
play "power trash" with punk:ish
irreverence; on others, they'd bum their
set lists, arm wrestle onstage, and bash
out sloppy, drunken cover versions of
bad top 40 hits such as "Heartbeat, It's
a Lovebeat" or "Easier Said Than Done."
It was an even money bet that they'd
make it through shows standing up. In
the audience, one was either in on the
joke or infuriated by their disdain for
professionalism.
By the release of their 1984 LP, Let
it Be, however, guitarist/vocalist ·Paul
Westerberg had developed into a fine
songwriter with a knack for cloaking his
self-deprecating lyrics in pop hooks.
This, in tum, brought them a majorlabel deal with Sire Records.
They made three solid LPs for Sire
and even had a minor hit single last
year, "I'll Be You." In spite of
themselves, they appeared headed for
the big time!
But, alas, 'twas not to be. After
playing their most sober, polished sets
ever on their spring 1989 tour, a
disastrous summer 1989 tour as warmup
act for Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers has left their future
uncertain.
Though Sire executives insisted on
calling the new CD, All Shook Down, a
Replacements album, it's really a Paul
Westerberg solo effort. Various guests
do much of the playing, with the
remaining band members appearing only
sporadically. Reportedly, the whole band
appears together on just one track.

Despite the at least temporary
dissolution of the "Mats", Westerberg
has written an LP loaded with catchy
hooks. Given a rawer, but more subdued
treatment than the last Replacements
LP, Don't Tell a Soul, he rasps his way
through the material as the goofy yet
lovable kid next door who's had his
heart and self-esteem stomped on a few
too many times, but who remains a
romantic at his core. Few songwriters
ever made self-doubt so much fun.
Several guests make excellent cameo
appearances. Velvet Underground
founding member John Cale adds a
haunting viola line to "Sadly Beautiful,"
a touching ballad. Concrete Blonde's
Johnette Napolitano joins Westerberg in
a spirited duet on "My Little Problem."
H the Replacements are indeed
finished, rock 'n' roll is worse off for the
loss. They could have been the best
young band in the United States, but
they blew their chance. H All Shook
Down is any indication, however, Paul
Westerberg will manage just fine on his
own, thank you.

Bnmdoa Mary, Second Year Day, walked
away with - SBA telerision as first prize for
his mstume, a tanning salon. Be was all

ad-· .
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OPINION PAGE
Judicial Clerkships
wish to do a clerkship. Inevitably, a
To the Editor,
I would like to apologize for not judge will ask you and saying that you
being present at the seminar discussing couldn't find a "real" job is not going to
Judicial Clerkships on Saturday, October go over well.
27, 1990, and I wanted to take a minute 4. Realize that clerking is a "real" job. It
and provide some information. I heard carries with it a tremendous amount of
that the program was a success and I ·responsibility and therefore requires
common sense, good judgment, and an
sincerely hope that was the case.
Following my graduation from ability to reason quickly through tough
Catholic in May, and struggling through situations.
,
the Bar(!), I began a one year clerkship 5. Clerks work very closely with their
with the Honorable Fred B. Ugast, judges. Interview him or her as much as
Chief Judge of the Superior Court of the he or she is interviewing you. As with
District of Columbia. I can honestly say any group of people, there will be
that it has been a most enjoyable personalities that don't click. A clerkship
can be enjoyable, rewarding, and
experience.
To anyone who is interested in challenging as is mine. However, it can
pursuing a clerkship, I would offer the be a long year if you are at odds with
your judge.
following advice:
6. The D.C. Superior Court does not
1. GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN have a system for distributing resumes.
EARLY!!! Judge Ugast is now in the If you want the job, you have to either
process of making offers to next year's mail or drop off copies of your resume
to each judge you're interested in
clerks.
2. Applicants should include a transcript, clerking for. However, Judge Ugast does
writing sample, and references.
do the hiring for the Senior (Retired)
3. Stress in your cover letter WHY you Judges so it is not necessary to contact

those judges individually.
7. Lastly, I would urge you to seriously
consider doing a clerkship. As the D.C.
Superior Court increased in size this
Fall and twelve new judges were
appointed, it is an excellent time to take
advantage of a U11ique opportunity to
learn more about the daily workings of
the court system. Hopefully, you will
find a judge who will act as a mentor
and use the year to teach and explain
many of the procedures to you that you
may have studied in the classroom but
have yet to see in action.
At this point in my clerkship, I have
encountered a variety of different issues
and tasks. I've even had the pleasure of
interviewing some of you for my job! I
have enjoyed every day of my job so far.
If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me at (202) 879-1600,
and whatever road you choose to take
after law school, I wish you all the very
best of luck.
Sincerely,
Maureen Donohue

LETTERS ADDRESS
SKYROCKETING TUITION
Dear Fellow Students,
On October 31, 1990 a letter was sent
from President William J. Byron, S.J.,
informing us of a tuition increase. He
spoke in the letter of informing the
present first year class of the potential
rise, as well as "circumstances" requiring
the increase.
These "circumstances" centered
around the debt service on tax exempt
bonds needed to partially finance our
new, Land of Oz, law building.
Construction on this building is to begin
this spring, so says the University. This
was addressed as the center focus of the
tuition increase, but I have a few
questions about these "circumstances."
Personally, this is my sixth tuition
increase at CUA, four during my
undergraduate years and I have heard
about "circumstances" every time. I've
heard enough rhetoric and political
answers from the University and Law·
School Administrations to fill the halls
of Capitol Hill. My questions entail: 1)
Whether we are actually paying for the
sharp decrease in undergraduate
enrollment, hence paying the bills for
other portions of this University?; 2) Is
this law school making money, or are we
in financial problems?; 3) Why are we
being asked, or told, to pay for a
building we will not see while students?;
4) Is construction truthfully going to

break ground this spring?; 5) Is financial
aid going to rise accordingly to this
sharp increase?; 6) Why can't incoming
first year students next year be charged
an increase, while current first and
second year students are given a break?
Wouldn't that be fair?; 7) While we are
asked to pay towards a new building,
can we focus on the Utah skiing
conditions of the library and the trips to
the Tropics in my corporations
classroom? Hence, the current
deterioration of the present building; 8)
A question for current first year's to ask
- Will I be paying $17,600.00 my third
year? A realistic possibility at this
current pace.
I do not have the answers to these
questions and the many others
surrounding this issue, but I want them,
and I think we all deserve them. As a
student, who like a majority of us, is
putting himself through school, I worry
about the finances facing us next year.
An increase of over $2,000.00 dollars is
incredible, and comparing our present
facilities to area institutions is just as
incredible.
Our first opportunity to get these
questions answered and to take the first
step in reversing this increase is to
attend the SBA Townmeetings on
November 28, 1990. Prior to the
Townmeetings, on Monday, November
26, 1990, at 8:00pm, the Tuition Increase
Student Committee meeting will be held
in the Keane basement library. Not only
as an SBA representative, but as a
concerned student, I ask that all students
attend these events. This is not a time
for apathy, but rather the time to stand
up and ask for explanations, because
right now I don't know about you, but I
feel pretty milked!
Jeff Arnold
Second Year Day

To the Editor:
I have thought about the recent news
of the increase in tuition and considered
complaining to the administration. I
decided not to do so. Looking at the
reality of the situation I don't think it
will make any difference. I have,
however, decided when the inevitable
day comes that I am contacted by the
administration regarding alumni
contributions, I will cite the thousands of
dollars they forced me to "donate" when
I could least afford to do so and flatly
refuse.
Ralph Michael Randazzo
First Year Day
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Tuition

MENTOR PROGRAM
A SUCCESS!
by Bonnie Glenn
Second Year Day

This last weekend BLSA conducted
one of its most special programs of the
year, the Annual Alumni Mentorship
Program. Committee Chairperson
Jesslyn Mccurdy, along with last year's
chairperson, Angela Jones and BLSA's
current President Gina Burgin
coordinated an excellent program
targeting careers of eight BLSA Alumni
who shared with students their
encounters and advice for entering the
legal profession in the 1990's. The

panel's discussion provided insight for
students into various areas of the law
along with support and enthusiasm for
Bl.SA students continued excellence!! In
the weeks to follow the program,
students will sign up with a mentor in
their area of interest.
A warm thank you is extended to all
the panel members who participated:
Professor Miles, John Howard, Oscar
Mayers, Ron Harris, Larry Gordon,
Karen Krump, Ethel Sloan and Ed
Sloan. Thank you for your unrelenting
support and hats off to Jesslyn McCurdy
for finding time as she always does to
put on a beautiful program!!

Continued from Page One
Ms. Dennis also pointed out that
many students have begun to request
information about the amounts they
have already borrowed. "Most students
walk in with a glazed look in their eyes
and ask, 'what will my payments be?"'
She said, "I call this a reality check." To
stem the tide of worry weary law
students, the Financial Aid Office will
"be doing more loan counseling."
Beginning with the students' entrance
into law school, "financial aid counselors
will tell students about borrowing
money, average indebtedness, budget
worksheets, figuring ways to save money,
and informing students about what will
happen in the future. Many recent
graduates have found this to be very
helpful," said Dennis.
Programs such as Loan Counseling
will help, but there is a loan forgiveness
proposal (drafted by former Associate
Dean Sanchez) that has yet to make it
past the desk of the Executive Vice
President. [See, Forgive Us, For We Have
Graduated, Page l.] A loan forgiveness
program would be a substantive way to
assist students, especially now, with
skyrocketing loan repayments looming in
the near future. The average CUA law
student currently receiving financial aid
will have approximately $42,000.00 in
.loan repayments, and this number will
only go up.
The Byron letter concludes with a
seemingly apologetic 'passing of the
buck' to the University's Board of
Trustees who approved the tuition
increase. With "regrets" President Byron,
"pass[ es] the news along" so that
students will be able to "plan
accordingly" for the astronomic tuitions
of the future. (The Marines in Desert
Shield couldn't ''plan accordingly" for

Increase
something of this magnitude.)
President Byron ends by thanking the
students for their "cooperation and
understanding."
(Most students
"understand" that if they don't "cooperate"
they should "plan accordingly" to leave.)
Sincerely, the President wishes "all the
best for continued success with your
studies." Well, at these prices the only
thing that will be continuing will be
increased indebtedness.
Is it too late to transfer? Not if you're
at the top of your class or have lots of
money -- but these people don't need to
transfer. First year students may be able
to escape the coming tsunamic tuition
rates by transferring out, but for most,
especially the second years (soon to be
third years) it is an impossibility. The
prospect of $15,600.00 tuition makes the
class of '91 even more happy to be
graduating.
Let us all hope that the new building
will be worth it!

''"\:

Mr. Curtis Berkey, Staff Attorney for the
Indian Law Resource Center, discusses the
Federal Indian Law class he will teach this
spring.

CONCERNED ABOUT PAYING
OVER $2,000.00 MORE IN TUITION
NEXT YEAR?
Yes? ... Then attend the
Tuition Increase Student Committee Meeting
When: Monday, November 26, 1990
Where: Keane Basement Library
Time: 8:00pm
*Contact Jeff Arnold, Second Year Day, if questions.

__ ,
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OF MICE AN ·D MEN
Researchers, using the "mice-men," can
study the treatment of human viruses, by
injecting antiviral drugs into infected
living human tissue grown in the mice.
Currently, research is being
conducted with mice successfully
infected with the AIDS virus, as well as
two cancer viruses which cause
by Jonathan E. Halperin
leukemia. In the near future, scientists
Senior Staff
plan to introduce the cytomegalovirus,
On October 30, 1990, the New York hepatitis, influenza, chronic infant
Times reported a bold new series of diarrhea, and the genital wart viruses
experiments being conducted with mice . into the "mice-men." Right now, the
and human fetal tissue. Scientists have AIDS infected "mice-men" are being
successfully implanted tiny samples of treated with the drug AZT to determine
human fetal organ tissues including the drug's effectiveness at the very early
lymph nodes, skin, intestines, livers, stages of infection. This study may be of
pituitary glands, thymuses, brain cells particular importance to medical
and lungs into mice, creating mice that ' workers who are exposed to the AIDS
have viable tiny human organs.
virus by accidentally sticking themselves
These implants, about the size of a with AIDS infected needles.
grain of rice upon insertion, are taken
The Bush administration has banned
from the organ tissues of human fetuses the use of human fetal tissue in federally
less than 22 weeks of age and are funded research for therapeutic
implanted into the mice, where they applications involving humans. The ban,
grow approximately to the size of a imposed through the Department of
"pencil eraser" or "blueberry." Once Health and Human Services, reflects the
implanted, they work side by side with Administration's fear that research of
the mouse organ, carrying on the same this nature would encourage abortions in
function. The twist is, the "mice-man" the name of science. Consequently, the
organs carry complete sets of human ban prohibits procedures like the
cells, replicating the human immune experimental transplantation of human
system's function. The potential for the fetal brain tissue into humans with
study of human virus treatment with the Parkinson's disease, which has recently
"mice-men" has been termed by experts proven successful in reversing the effects
as "phenomenally important." of that affliction. The ban, however, is
As a continuing practice of The Journal
of Contemporary Health Law and
Policy, Journal members will write an
afticle on cu"ent Environmental and
Health Law topics for each issue of
Judicial Notice.

not applicable to the instant research.
Human fetal tissues implanted into
mice, not humans, fall outside the
strictures of the ban.
From whence the "mice-men"? These
genetically engineered mice were
conceived by Dr. J. Michael McCune, an
immunologist at San Francisco General
Hospital, who treats AIDS patients. He
pioneered the microinjection process
after encountering difficulty in testing
new therapeutic techniques for AIDS,
because the virus infects only human
cells.
Another type of mouse has been
created by Dr. Donald E. Mosier who
heads Lidak Pharmaceuticals in La Jolla,
California. This mouse carries human
blood cells and supports human immune
system cells. Mosier injects human white
blood cells into the abdominal cavity of
mice. The cells then migrate to the
mice's spleen and lymph nodes. The
result is a functioning human immune
system within the injected mice.
Both types of scientifically engineered
mice are being used to test hundreds of
antiviral compounds. Because many
viruses attack only humans, the potential
for groundbreaking research into the
treatment of human viruses presented by
both versions of these mice is enormous.
Such "mice-men" research is also being
conducted at Duke University, Stanford
University, and the University of
California, Los Angeles.

Wmg of bat, eye of newt, Tom had fun, that's
absolute!
pbolo by TMC

Announcements
SPRING INTERVIEW PROGRAMS
Please mark your calendars with
everal dates for spring interview
rograms:
DC Area Small Furn Interviewing
IP.I.....,,.... - This program, sponsored by
he Consortium of DC Area Law
chools, includes law firms of 50
ttorneys or less. This year the
terviews will be conducted on two
ifferent dates with two different resume
rop deadlines.
Resume
Drop Deadline

employers. The date of the program is
February 23 and the resume drop
deadline is January 24. The list of
participating employers will be available
when you return from Christmas break.

each Summer Jobs Binder. The Guide
lists a wide variety of summer jobs
available in the federal government.
A Special Note to Students
Holding Multiple Job Offers

Spring On-Campus Interviews

As we near the end of the fall
recruiting season, it is important for
those with multiple offers outstanding to
make your decisions and notify
employers of those decisions as
promptly as possible. In this tight
market, it is also extremely important to
other students that you not hold offers
Summer Job Postings
that you know you will not ultimately
January 17
accept. This year employers are
Many employers who are unable to extending offers much more slowly,
February 14 come on campus will notify us that they therefore, you are preventing others
are seeking students for summer jobs. from receiving offers by holding those
Lists of participating employers, All such listings are placed in our you are not interested in. This would be
eluding the appropriate resume drop Summer Jobs Binder. Two copies of the an appropriate time to review the
deadlines, will be available in LCS prior Summer Jobs Binder are located in applicable NALP Principles and
to Christmas break.
LCS; one copy is on reserve in the Standards regarding those offers:
Public Interest and Public Service Library. These listings change rapidly,
IRA~'litlneJ'lt Day - This program, also you should get in the habit of checking
1. After October 1, a law student
sponsored by the Consortium, offers the books for interesting opportunities.
shall not hold open more than four
interviewing opportunities with We also have copies of the 1991
offers of employment
overnment and
ublic interest Summer Le al Em lo ment Guide in
simultaneousl , includin offers
We generally have a limited number
of employers interviewing on-campus
during the sprin~. The employer names
and application procedures are posted
on the bulletin boards outside LCS remember to check them frequently.

received as a result of previous
summer employment. For each
offer received that places a student
over the limit, the student shall,
within one week of receipt of the
excess offer, reject an offer.
2. In fairness to both employers
and peers, students should act in
good faith to decline promptly
offers for interviews and
employment which are no longer
being seriously considered.
3. Candidates should, upon
acceptance of an offer of
employment, immed.iately
withdraw from consideration with
all other employers.
4. A law student shall reaffirm
his/her interest in an offer within
30 days of the date of the offer
letter. Employers may retract
offers which are not reaffirmed by
students.
If you have any questions about th
NALP Principles and Standards, th
proper method of communicating
decline or special circumstances, pleas
contact LCS.
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Classifieds
Editor's Note: In this column, Judicial
Notice continues to offer student
classifieds. We welcome your ads and
notices, whether in the fonn of
announcements, things wanted or for sale,
personal messages, or whatever.
Ads will cost ten cents per word
(roughly $1.00 per line), and will be due
prior to the deadline for submission. All
ads must be accompanied by check or
cash for the full amount. Checks may be
made payable to the Judicial Notice.
Serious ads and fun personals are both
included. Humorous personals are not
intended to insult, offend, or represent any
individual member of the Law School
community. Both serious and humorous
messages are welcomed.
CONGRATULATIONS to Tina
DiFranco, Kate Kenealy, and Joe
Hopkins on a job well done!!!
WANTED: Staff writers and production
assistants to join active law school paper.
Enquiries welcome! No experience
required. Stop by the JN office, B-1 in
Keane Hall.

NOTICE: To all Students, Student
Organizations, Faculty, and the
Administration. The last issue of the
semester will be published December
3rd, 1990. All articles must be submitted
by the deadline, Tuesday, November 27,
1990. (We have finals too!)

HOUSESITTER NEEDED: Need a
place to live in January? Spacious
Bethesda house needs a rent-free tenant
for the month of January. Access is
possible by subway and bus but easier by
car. Anyone interested should see
Professor Lerman for more information.
Professor Zuckman • Congratulations
on 20 years of dedication to CUA law
school. Here's to higher education and
free parking!
Vosburg V. Putney, Esq.
Remember Those Less Fortunate •
Donate a gift to area homeless! See the
giant gift box in the lobby of Leahy for
details!

ADRIAN • Congratulations on a good
run, South Pacific will never be the
same.

Have a complaint or compliment?
Rooms too hot? Library too cold? Like
ANNOUNCEMENT: Look forward to a the new lockers? A $2,000 increase in
full page article on Law School tuition? Attend the Town Meeting on
Committees, their functions and November 28, 1:15 - 2:30pm in the Moot
responsibilities , and Student Court Room or 5:15 - 6:15pm in Leahy
Room 105, and let your voice be heard!
Representatives in the next issue.

TAKE AFEW MINUTES TO
GO THROUGH YOUR GARBAGE.
Ert>rl' Sundar. more 1ha11
100.000 trees ,,. used
to produce the 88 110 of newspaper.;
that are never recycled.

\\"e throw away enough
glass bottles and i3" to
till the i.JiO-foot twin towe"
of \ew lork"s ll"orld Trade Center

Americans go through
l .I million plastic bottles
t't'er:I' buur. only a small percentage of
which are now recycled.

t'f't'~ I' ffl'O lf"t't4t..\'.

At the SBA Halloween Party, Tom O'Dea
returned as the pink gorilla, Brian Leaming
came as Pete Rose, and the Gooch came as a
Rasher. For those of us who attended, we
know why Gooch's picture has been cut.
pbolobyTMC

Answers to Legal Pursuits
l.C&P--Ange/a Davis.

2.H&L--Joe Welch to Senator Joseph
McCarthy.
3.L&A--The Verdict.
4.C-- The Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments.
S.P··William Kunstler.
6.C&P--Ten thousand -years (Dudley
Wayne Carter in 1981, Tusculum, AL, for
triple murder).
1.H&L--JosephsonjKiuwer (Golden Gate
University, 1984 and Cardozo Law
School, 1983).
8.L&A--Hrs son's male lover.

9.C--Obscenity.
10.P--Lee Marvin (palimony).
11.C&P--Rape.
12.H&L--Bona fide.
13.L&A--Marlc Jennin&r (tennis pro and
her/over).
14.C·· The Fifth Amendment.
15.P--Oliver Wendell Holmes (1904).
16.C&P--Gnmd theft.
17.H&L--Nolo cootendere.
18.L&A--Marlene Dietrich.
19.C-·Five (1789).
20.P--Mtutin Luther King, Jr.

VIAREGGIO
Italian Deli & Grocery
3 740 1 2th Street, NE
Washington, DC 20017

526-5030

Enjoy

Every year we dispose of
24 million tons of leaves and grass
clippings. which could he composted
to conserve landfill space.

American consumers and industn·
throw awa~ enough aluminum·
to rebuild ou r entire commercial
airlleet erer:r three monf/J.(
We throw away enough
iron and steel to
all
the nation·s automakers.
co ntinuu u.s~r supply

The ordinarr bag of trash rou throl'{
awar is slowlr becoming a serious problem for evenbodr.
Because the fact is. not onlr are we
running out of resources to maJ<e the
products"~ need. we· re running out of

places to put what"s left over.
you'll need to know about recvcling.
Write the Em1ronmental Defense
One thing's for certain. the few minFund at: 257 Park Avenue South, New
utes you take to learn how to recycle will
York. NY 10010, for a free brochure that spare us all a lot of garbage later.
will tell you virIF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING "' r::'.AM::"r.wl
rually eve!"}thing YOU'RE THROWING IT ALL AWAY. ~ ~!

Our
Authentic
Italian
Sandwiches,
Pasta
&
Beverages
Convenient Hours for
Busy People

Monday-Saturday 9am-7pm
Sundays 9am-4pm

••
Otis

Newton

•
•

• 101 Street

•
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"STANDING OUT" AT YOUR INTERVIEWS:
An Insider's Guide to Success
Law Review was so I wouldn't have to
I have to decide if I need to bring my collar-crime department.
go back and forth through the library
ski jacket for studying in the law school
library. Second, every day is a challenge, Question:! noticed that you worked for entrance every time I wanted a soda.
Now that the fall interviewing season particularly when trying to find a a law firm last summer. What was that Question:Well, I've learned a lot about
is winding down, many second and third parking spot purchased at the $180 per- like and did you gain any substantive you, do you have any questions about
year students are contemplating which semester bargain price. Third, every day experience? If so, what type of the firm that I can answer? (Hint, this
summer or permanent offer they will is like being in Las Vegas. Students experience could you bring to our firm? is bonus time, the time when you really
accept. They are the lucky ones, as many place bets on how many stupid questions Answer: You are correct. Last summer I have to shine by showing your
other CUA law students will have to certain people will ask in class, and at worked for the prestigious firm of enthusiasm and knowledge of the firm).
continue the grueling job search frenzy the end of the year, a special prize is Fender, Bender & Lender. I received a Your Answer/Question: Where did you
throughout the rest of the semester and awarded to the student who correctly wealth of experience in the eminently get that tie? I love it! It perfectly
beyond. If you are one of those persons guesses how many professors will leave ethical personal injury practice area. The matches your clothes and the firm's
not fortunate enough to get an offer and at the end of the semester. We also have firm adopted some of my aggressive carpeting and I have got to get one.
have instead received a flurry of several sports pools. The latest craze to marketing strategies by advertising our Your Question: Please define for me the
rejection letters, take solace in this hit campus is forecasting both the phone number on the back of meaning of the term "cutting edge,"
amount of the next tuition increase, and ambulances and at local auto-body which is how your firm resume
article, it is for you.
As one student lamented, the reason the actual construction date of the new shops. This was a tremendous financial describes its practice. Does it also refer
why he was rejected from a callback law school building. We call it the "Daily success as firm revenues increased by to how many young associates are on
25%. Our senior partner, Shady Lender, the "edge" of being "cut" by your firm's
interview (at least that is what the firm Double."
made millions handling lucrative S&L managing committee?
told him) was that he failed to "stand
out" among those students interviewed. Question:What are your academic deals. Let me also tell you about my vast Your Question: (Follow up question)
In hopes of helping future interviewees achievements, as I noticed that your experiences covering numerous Exactly how many associates are you
substantive areas. I have had some going to dismiss this year due to the
resolve this problem, the following is a grades are not listed on your resume?
series of questions and answers a Answer:! have an excellent academic recent experience in government slowdown in the economy? I know that
potential associate will certainly record with many fine years of contracts. Last fall, I orally promised the you wouldn't possibly consider a salary
encounter in his or her next interview. achievement. When I was ID Census Bureau that I would fill out the freeze, so when is- the axe going to start
You have to remember not to be kindergarten, my finger paintings census form in consideration for them flying, or has it already?
intimidated by the interviewing partner. received top honors at the annual PTA not sending a representative to Your Question: When are you going to
While I can't guarantee that the answers school board meeting. I was also voted personally visit my apartment. I also make me the offer? I don't feel like
will get you the job, you will certainly "most likely to succeed" in the eighth have had extensive experience in Federal waiting that long so you'd better make
NEVER, EVER be characterized as not grade yearbook. In college, I received Income Taxation. For the last six years, up your mind soon. Other firms have
"standing out" among the crowd.
an "A" in astrophysics, and I also scored I have successfully filled out the IRS already made offers and my patience is
a 47 on the LSAT (Don't tell the 1040EZ return, receiving a handsome wearing thin.
Question:What made you decide to interviewer that 47 was actually the total refund check each time. I have also been Your Question: Why doesn't your firm
become a lawyer?
number of questions that you answered exposed to the rapidly expanding field of pay New York salaries? Are those highAnswer:From the time I was very young correctly, not your final score). environmental law. Each Friday, I stack powered firms better than yours? If not,
I always wanted to go to court. In fact, Additionally, I regularly solve puzzles on my newspapers in front of my apartment why not, and don't feed me any baloney
when the doctor first slapped me on the Wheel of Fortune before any of my for local recycling, and I never eat tuna about how Washington is such a livable
city. For $20,000 more a year, I could
behind at birth, I immediately realized friends, and I have never been incorrect that is not "dolphin safe."
live in occupied Kuwait.
that this was a highly actionable tort and when answering Final Jeopardy.
Question (journal members only): I see
As you can see, this list is not allthat I could procure lots of money from
the doctor's deep pockets. My parents Question:What are your strengths and that you are on the Law Review. How inclusive, but these recommended
has this journal experience helped you? answers 'will provide you with a solid
sued for battery and medical weakness?
Answer:Law
Review is perhaps the best foundation when approaching any type
malpractice. In the spirit of cooperation, Answer:One of my strengths is that I
training
that
I have ever received to of law-related interview. You should feel
they settled with the obstetrician for a have excellent phone skills. As a lawyer,
lifetime supply of Pampers, plus the I could make twenty, three-minute prepare me for the practice of law. I free to elaborate on some of the themes.
Candy/and and Chutes and Ladders phone calls per hour and bill the client now know exactly what it is like to be a However, there is room for caution. By
boar<l games. My interests in litigation at the minimum fifteen minutes per- slave, which is precisely what I will be all means, you must first review the LCS
persist to this very day. I am currently call. Thus, if I were billing at $100 per- as a first year associate with your firm. Career Handbook before trying any of
suing a tequila company for negligence hour, I would generate $500 in one hour I know what it is like to be overworked, these answers out on your own. As for
under a res ipsa loquitur theory after for the firm, a cost effective employee. to spend endless nights in the library, to me, I have unfortunately come to the
discovering a foul tasting, hallucinogenic (20 calls at $25 per call). As far as my accept excessive criticism, and to live realization that honesty is not always the
weaknesses go, my sole weakness is with abnormal sleep deprivation. Not to best policy when participating in law
worm in their product.
mention the inherent joys of correcting firm interviews. So go get 'em, because
Question:Why did you decide to go to Michelle Green (Abby) on LA. Law.
someone else's shoddy cites with my its a jungle out there. May the farce be
Whenever
she
appears
on
the
show,
I
law school in Washington?
friendly bluebook. Honestly, though, the with you.
Answer.I am in love with Joe Gibbs and am compelled to gawk at the T.V. and
real reason that I wrote to get on the
could not survive if I wasn't able to turn drool helplessly. I tried to see a
psychiatrist
to
correct
this
problem
only
on the T.V. at any time of the day and
get the latest report from Redskin Park. to find that she drools at the site of
Washington also provides a limitless Harry Hamlin (Kuzak). I have been
supply of corrupt government officials, trying to cure this psychosis by watching
from pimp congressmen to crack Cop Rock, but that show has recently
smoking mayors, all of whom will need been cancelled. However, I view this
adequate legal representation for our weakness as a plus, for it means that the
firm could never keep me working past
government to survive.
10 p.m. on Thursday evenings.
Question:Why did you decide to go to
Question:What brought you to our firm?
CUA Law School?
Answer:Well, I haven't gone to church in Answer:The view. I have never worked
some time so I figured that God would in an office building with such a
absolve me if I spent three years of my breathtaking panoramic view of our
• Specialty Papers
• Collating & Binding • FAX Service
life adjacent to the National Shrine. I nation's capitol. Are all of your firm's
also am able to frequent the "Pope offices this large, or only those for the
• Office Supplies • Instant Pas.sport Photos
• Resumes
cafeteria," which gives me a feeling that snooty, filthy rich partners such as
• Oversize Copies • Pick Up & Delivery
• Laser 'l)'pesetting
I am closer to God than I would be at yourself?
Georgetown or G.W.
Question:What makes you think you
Question:What do you like about law could bring clients to our firm?
Answer:Well, several of my good friends ·
school, CUA in particular?
Trinity Square
Answer:First of all, everyday is are working on Wall Street and I expect
204 Michigan Ave. N.E.
indictments
for
insider
trading
any
day
Christmas at the Columbus School of
(202)
232-7124
now.
This
would
provide
ample
room
Law. When I wake UJ• in the morning,
even in the hot months of late summer, for expansion of your firm's white-

by Jim Sadowski
Second Year Day
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the copy center
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Vice-President, has the proposal now,
awaiting her official approval, but her
office refused to comment at this
juncture. It must be noted that if Sister
interest programs at CUA, it doesn't do Donely wishes at any time to remark on
any good to set up clinical programs, ... the pending proposal, a means of
then have students forced out of the communication is at her disposal.
field because of educational debts," he
Dean Wortham discussed the basic
substance of the proposal, as the Office
adds.
There is an increasing clamor for of Financial Aid would be primarily
such programs as loan forgiveness at responsible for its implementation.
institutions nationwide. "The constantly There will be two qualifications for
rising tuition rates are far above the applicants to meet: 1) the applicant must
annual inflation rate," and "educational work for "a charitable or religious
grants [have been] cut back federally organization in public interest" and; 2)
and locally" as well. The low or no salary the applicant "cannot earn an annual
figures in the public interest sector salary of more than $25,000." The Loan
exacerbate financial problems. "There is
a real need for public interest loan
forgiveness because of these, and other
factors," claims Mr. Coddle-Fagan.
In fact, NALP has seen loan
forgiveness programs implemented in
over thirty-five law schools in the
immediate area, within the last five
years, an astonishing growth rate in a
very short time, especially surprising in
the relatively conservative area of
financial aid programs. But students
must vocalize their needs to the
administration to achieve approval and
implementation. Mr. Coddle-Fagan
recommended petitioning as one viable
means of communicating student needs.
If the different student organizations Forgiveness Program initially is a longsigned some sort of referendum, such term repayment plan in which a
cooperative efforts would send a clear graduate would eventually have to pay
message that this is an issue students back educational loans, but has a much
feel strongly about. A public forum or longer schedule for doing so. The longer
panel made up of alumni discussing how that graduate practices in public interest
the burden of educational debts affect law, the more the repayment plan
career choices could also make the becomes an outright grant. The program
faculty and administration aware of works on a sliding scale basis to reward
those who stay in public interest law and
student concerns.
There really are two approaches to exhibit long-term dedication. Of course,
determining qualified applicants, and the "loan forgiveness" only applies to
"almost all [institutions] combine both educational expenses such as tuition and
approaches," states Mr. Coddle-Fagan. books, excluding additional living
First, "look to a broad definition of expenses, and only covers debts incurred
'public interest,' usually according to the in law school; undergraduate debts do
IRS tax code definition," and secondly, not qualify for the program.
In defining "public interest" law,
"look to salary limitations and place
determinations within a salary cap." Of CUA's program would utilize the IRS
course, there is some discretion in tax code definition of charitable or
defining "public interest," but "most religious organizations. Dean Wortham
schools have been very clear that their assures students "that definition would
definition will be neutral (non-political) allow anyone to apply--any religion, any
because financial aid programs are philosophy." This neutrality complies
neutral; it would be inappropriate to ask with financial aid requirements against
students what their political affiliations discrimination in allocating funds. Of
are," explains Mr. Coddle-Fagan. The course, "there are a variety of ways to
program is designed to help those in allocate scare funds since more people
poverty and civil rights law, and that is apply and qualify than can b~ granted,"
where the majority of students practice. states Dean Wortham. For instance, an
That also is where the greatest need applicant who makes $15,000 would
exists.
probably receive more than an applicant
Although former Associate Dean for making $20,000. But · politics or moral
Student Affairs Samantha Sanchez philosophies cannot be allowed "to
originally sponsored the proposal now obscure the loan forgiveness program."
pending before the administration, she is
When the program was first
now breathing the crisp, clean air of proposed, there were several students
Montana, and Associate Dean for who wanted to tack on an "abortion
Student Affairs Leah Wortham has ably amendment" to the proposal to prohibit
succeeded her.
the allocation of funds to anyone
Dean Wortham confirmed the origins working for a pro-choice organization. A
of the current proposal, "A group of huge controversy arose, as it always does
students came to the faculty several when this issue comes up at CUA, but
years ago to initiate a [loan forgiveness no such moral determination will be
program] proposal." Dean Sanchez part of the current proposal, and those
sponsored the proposal that has now in the administration recognize that
been approved by the law school imposing that type of discrimination
administration and forwarded to the could jeopardize the whole program,
university administration. "Details still even undermine the integrity of the
need to be worked out," claimed Dean financial aid office.
Wortham, but she was not sure if the
The financing of the loan forgiveness
delay in approval was merely due to program will be provided solely by
administrative procedure or if there donations from alumni and other
were more substantive issues at stake. sympathetic organizations. Already a
Sister Rosemary Donely, Executive fund of several thousand dollars donated

FORGIVENESS ...
Continued from Page One
and especially public interest law issues.
Ms'. Shannon knows what public
interest employers expect. "They look for
commitment and expect to see it while
in school," she claims. Because "not all
law schools have unpaid internships for
credit like CUA, students need to
appreciate and utilize these unique
opportunities," Ms. Shannon emphasizes.
Georgetown students, for instance, work
in unpaid internships for their own
personal benefits, in addition to a full
coarse load.
Each law school defines public
interest law differently, some include
government service, others do not. But
most define it as "giving legal assistance
to those unable to obtain it otherwise,"
says Ms. Shannon. The rewards of
public interest law can be very satisfying.
"You get a lot of responsibility and
hands-on experience," Ms. Shannon
reiterates, "and though it might seem
like you're only making a small
difference, a lot of small differences add
up."
Ms. Shannon had co-chaired the
Public Interest Task Force for the
National Association for Law Placement
(NALP) in recent years, and certainly
knows what advice to give to students
interested in that field: 1) participate in
student groups such as Students for
Public Interest Law (SPIL) for support
and contacts; 2) get as much experience
and as many contacts as possible; 3) try
to stay committed; 4) explore all
different possibilities; and 5) go see
Marcia Pennington Shannon for a
personal analysis.
The PresideJlt of the National
Association for Public Interest Law,
Michael Coddle-Fagan, recapped that
organization's involvement with CUA's
now pending loan forgiveness program.
"Groups of students in the past three of
four years have tried to get a loan
forgiveness program set up at CUA."
NALP has "provided information about

the different programs available,
instruction manuals, and so on," but "it
is up to the students to advocate for the
program to the administration," says Mr.
Coddle-Fagan.
When asked whether some type of
proposal will succeed in being approved
at CUA, Mr. Coddle-Fagan felt "there is
a great deal of potential at CUA for a
loan forgiveness program for Public
Interest Law...since CUA has a
distinguished history of charitable and
public service." But, though "there are
some very innovative and exciting public

by recent alumni await administration
approval of the program. Knowing
donations are earmarked to go to the
public interest loan forgiveness program,
many alumni may be encouraged to
contribute when they might not for
other purposes.
Father Raymond O'Brien, a board
member of the national Law School
Admissions Council (LSAC) agrees, "It
may be easier to reach some alumni if
we promise to allocate their donations
to the program rather than, say, a new
law school." The program could also be
used as "a tool for recruiting new
students." Father O'Brien teaches
Estates and Trusts I and II, and-Family
Law at CUA. "Not only are we morally
justified, [in setting up a loan forgiveness
program], we are morally compelled to
implement it." CUA's school charter
contains a "necessity of service"
requirement, and the pending proposal
complements the nature of this
institution. This type of program should
be embraced by CUA. As things stand
now, graduates have every reason to be
discouraged from public interest law, but
those with strong commitment forge
ahead anyway. They deserve all the
support they can get.
Father O'Brien reports that last year
students borrowed Law Access Loan
money to the full limit available of $400
million nationwide. Because of the everincreasing costs of tuition, most students
utilize loan programs as the sole means
of paying for their education.
Next year, the Law Access program
will nearly double the amount of loan
funds available to $700 million.
"CUA students leave law school
owing an average of $60,000," claims
Father O'Brien. For students wishing to
enter public interest law, debt
repayment looms over their heads,
nearly impossible to satisfy in their field.
The LSAC netted 4.1 million dollars
in profit last year. Thus, funds are
definitely available to set up a national
loan forgiveness plan modeled after
Harvard Law School's highly successful
program, and the nationwide program
may be in place as early as next year.
Harvard provides funds to those in any
type of public interest organizations,
(broadly interpreted), with no additional
salary limitations.
"Kids are so grateful for [financial]
help that they continue working in
·public interest for most of their careers,
and contribute as alumni to help fund
the program for others," emphasizes
Father O'Brien, "so the administration
and law school won't loss a dime." It
would take a concerted effort from
variety of sources (state, federal,
organizational, and institutional) to
encourage and support those who
dedicate their time and efforts for those
in need of their services.
The actual, finalized terms of the
pending loan forgiveness proposal may
vary slightly from those discussed here.
Some fluctuation is to be expected. But
the CUA administration must be very
clear in defining "public interest law,"
and relinquish control of determinations
thereafter. Leave such determinations up
to the Office of Financial Aid, an office
well-versed in allocating scarce funds
indiscriminately within an objective
standard. Valid fears of discrimination
against certain types of public interest
groups must be dispelled while the
proposal is still pending. Students must
voice their concerns or their approval
before ratification of the finished
product.

a
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ILS

Symposi~m

by Anne Woodworth
Staff Writer
The International Law Society
sponsored a five-panelist symposium
recently providing a wide spectrum of
career choices for students to learn
about from the distinguished members.
Over seventy-five students attended in a
strong showing of interest for the
International Law program. President of
the International Law Society (ILS),
Rico Soggocio explained, "You need to
set yourself apart. . .especially in your
field of interest." Students from all areas
of legal interest came to find out more
about international experiences, areas of
practice, and employers, and they
weren't disappointe<.l. "The panelists
were very frank about what is available,
and what employers really want. . .or
expect," says Bobby Allen, first year day,
"and ILS supplied a broad base" of
panelist members.
Private lawyers, Public Interest
Advocates, and Government employees
were all represented at the symposium,
and students were invited to ask
questions after the panelists spoke
individually. For those of you unable to
attend, here's a little about the speakers
and their topics.
Adjunct Professor Tom Snow works
in the international Affairs Branch of
the Department of Justice primarily
representing the · United State's
Government in the area of International
Criminal Law. The branch is divided
into geographical divisions, with
Professor Snow prosecuting cases for the
Far East area, "such as Hong Kong drug
traffickers.'' Other duties include
extraditing defendants in the U.S. for
prosecution by foreign governments, and
securing evidence from the U.S. needed
for such prosecution. In addition to his
career in the government, Professor
Snow teaches International criminal Law
at CUA's Columbus School of Law. A
William and Mary undergraduate
student, and University of Virginia Law
School graduate, Professor Snow
advises, "If you see an opportunity that
you think would make you happy -- grab
it!"
Unpaid internships in government
open the way to future jobs or resume
experience. "The days of staying with
one private law firm your whole life are
over" in today's rapidly changing society,
claimed Professor Snow. When asked
how government programs help a

private law career, Professor Snow
reiterated, "Make sure you develop legal
skills that can be transferred to a private
firm" if that is where you want to
ultimately go. But remember that
international, overseas positions are not
limited to private firms. In fact, public
law offices in Rome, Hong Kong, and
Mexico City recently opened, and
positions remain available for students
seeking a challenging entrance to the
field.
In contrast, Jeffrey Bialas, Esq., of
the private law firm Weil, Gotsal, and
Manges, discussed his experiences, and
forewarned
CUA students,
"International commercial transactions
will be very big in the next few years
with the recent developments in the
European market and Russia." A 1983
University of Chicago Law School
graduate, Mr. Bialas travels extensively
in Asia and Europe practicing
International Trade and Regulations
Law. "You people are very fortunate to
be living in this area with so many
opportunities ...you need to make use of
them in the next two or three years" by
applying for internships, paid or unpaid.
All the panelists supported the idea of
utilizing opportunities unique to the
D.C. area to differentiate yourself from
competitors in the job market, both
nationwide and internationally.
In yet another avenue oflnternational
Law, Professor Morton Sklar, Adjunct
Professor at CUA, discussed Public
Interest Law in the international arena.
He is teaching that very course at CUA
this fall, and conducts a Human Rights
Seminar which will be offered this
spring.
Other members of the panel
expressed admiration for those inclined
to practice public interest law. "You
really have to have a commitment to it,
but its very fulfilling," says Professor
Jose Alvarez, U.S. State Department,
Legal Branch. "You have to be flexible
about the low pay, but it is still a
competitive area." Students were
especially intrigued about international
environmental issues. Professor Alvarez
elaborated, "The Environmental
Protection Agency has international
units and will be developing them
further. . .and interpretations of treaties
as they relate to the environment" are
especially important to private
companies expanding internationally.
Professor Alvarez emphasized the need
to concentrate on general core courses

ADVOCATES FOR LIFE
THE COLUMBUS SCHOOL OF LAW
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20064

such as tax, securities, banking, and
corporations, but added "take a couple
of specialized ones too." International
financing or trade qualify nicely. ·
Professor Alvarez certainly knows what
he's talking about since he graduated
from Harvard as an undergraduate,
obtained a law degree at Oxford, and
returned for a second law degree at
Harvard. "The same educational
background as (Supreme Court)
Associate Justice Souter," he lightly
boasts.
The final panel member, a returning
alumnus, graduated from Columbus
School of Law in 1987, after attending
Fordham College in New York with a
year abroad at the Sorbonne (yes, the
one in Paris). Scott Squillace, Esq.,
recently joined the D.C. law firm of
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher, and
Flom, and focuses on securities
regulations and mergers and

Intellectual Property Competition
by Jim Kulbaski
Second Year Day
Catholic University is considering
entering a team in the Giles Sutherland
Rich Moot Court Competition
sponsored by The American Intellectual
Property Law Association. This year's
problem concerns a trademark
infringement suit and the first round of
arguments will be held in Boston during
the week of March 15. Teams will

* BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
* LEGISlATION

consist of two advocates from each
school and will be required to write a
brief for both the petitioner and the
respondent. Each brief is to be a
maximum of 35 pages.
Interested people should contact Jeff
L'Hote of the Moot Court Board before
Friday, November 30, or attend the next
meeting ofthe Intellectual Property Law
Students Association of the Columbus
School of Law to be held on Friday,
November 30 in Leahy 105 at 5:30pm.

The Brookland Co-op
announces •••

A Full-Service

Grocery
• Open to the public

COMMUNITY MARKET

HOURS:

•At aeon~ ,
Brookland location

AMERICANS UNITED FOR LIFE (AUL), an established public interest
law firm announces Spring Semester Externships. Students will
work on a variety of issues from a pro-life perspective to include:

* CONSTITUTIONAL lAW

acquisitions. While going through school,
"You should get a good cross section of
legal areas," Mr. Squillace advises.
though outside business experience
differentiates an applicant for a job,
"Law firms need to be reassured that
you are willing to start at the bottom of
the hierarchy as a first-year associate."
All attending the panel discussion
seemed to agree on ILS success in
coordinating the speakers and achieving
a representative sampling of areas of
International Law. As Jackie Weisman,
second year day and ILS Jessup Moot
Court Coordinator admits, "I was
familiar with International Public Law
and private Criminal Law, but I wanted
to see what I was getting into by
accepting a summer job in an
international private firm." The panel
discussion opened her eyes and those of
others, to the realities of a range of
international interests.

Monday-Saturday:

9am - 8pm
Sunday:

10am - 6pm

• 3809 12th St. NE
(fonner Safeway)

Please call us at
269-FOOD
for more information.

* APPELlATE BRIEFS

Upperclass students may receive academic credit by registering for
an externship course. Please see Professors Lerman or McDougall
for more information. AUL will select up to five students.
Interviews will be conducted beginning November 27, 1990. Call
Mr. Ed Grant, AUL General Counsel for an appointment: (202) 289-6901.

Food for people

not for pro.fit
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FROM THE
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by Scott Elkind
Second Year Day

"Whatever happened to Saturday Night?
When · you left the job and you felt
alright."
I called an old high school buddy the
other day, and I was surprised that we
had a common topic on our minds. No,
it was not 'anything so profound or
i,mportant as the Middle East Crisis or
the National Budget. In fact, we both
expressed concern over the recent
announcement that The Rocky Horror
Picture Show (hereinafter RHPS) would
be released on home video for a limited
time (for the "affordable" price of
$90.00). At first, I felt positive about this
event as long as this offering would not

jeopardize RHPS's status as probably
the only true cult movie.
"Science Fiction, Double Feature. Dr.
X will build a creature. See androids·
fighting, Brad and Janet... To the late
night, double feature picture show in
the Back Row."
For all you "virgins" (RHPS parlance
for those never seeing the movie in a
theater with a knowledgeable crowd),
RHPS is the story of Brad (Barry
Bostwick) and Janet (Susan Sarandon),
maybe two of the most nauseatingly
pretentious people ever, who
accidentally come upon Dr. Frank N.
Furter (Tim Curry) and his
Transylvanian cohorts just as the good
doctor brings to life a bronzed, overly
muscled boy toy, Rocky. Afterward,

BACK ROW
Brad and Janet ·go on to prove that,
given reasonable opportunity, people are
capable of almost anything - especially
in a sexual context.
"I have an itch to scratch. I need
assistance."
RHPS is a mediocre movie at best.
Although the songs are catchy, the.
rhyming borders on ridiculous at times.
Out of sheer boredom, moviegoers
began to fill the ~ecurrent pregnant
pauses with their own dialogue. This
exchange differs regionally as well as by
individual crowds.· This audience
participation has evolved over the years
to include everything from play acting
and character dressing to group dancing
and the ever-popular aerial
bombardment.

"It was great when it all began. I was
a regular Frankie Fan."
RHPS has been important to me at
different times and for different reasons.
Back in my more hormonal teen years,
there was a great joy in yelling epithets
at Brad and Janet, watching the
insinuated sexual conduct, and enjoying
Meatloaf sing "Hot Patootie, Bless My
Soul." This included the time my friend
and I soaked a bag of bread in water for
an entire day just so we could lob it on
an unsuspecting, clean-cut, "virgin"
couple and our prowess at flinging cards
with unfailing accuracy (at least
according to my selective memory).
Once these more mean-spirited times
passed and maturity set in (although I
relapse more than occasionally), I
realized that this seemingly silly picture
meant so many things to so many
individuals. The most amazing aspect of
it all is the sense of community the
crowd feels, far more than any mere
concert event.
·
"Don't Dream It, Be It." "Give
yourself over to absolute pleasure."
No matter which of the many
thematic elements touches you the most,
there is no substitute for the friendly
atmosphere which encourages and
rewards original commentary. This
congeniality extends to doing the "Time
Warp," a dance even the clutziest person
can manage with ease.
"Stay sane inside insanity."
There is no requirement to dress as
one of the characters, only to be open to
what is going on around you. Although
some peop\e tna'j be >.nt.o t.b.e e"'l'e"'-ence

more than others, their appearance
should not discourage you. Remember,
people did actually belong to the physics
and dungeons and dragons clubs. And,
let's never forget the ever-famous
"Popularity Club" ( a.k.a. Student
Government). Any discomfort you may
feel at first will be well rewarded, for
the exhilaration at the end makes the
experience all worthwhile.
"Darkness has conquered Brad and
Janet. The Servants have gone to a
distant planet."
Honestly, it is difficult to .sum up the
many aspects that make RHPS what it
is. This effort is simply a collage of
quotes and thoughts assembled to give
impetus to those who have not ventured
out to the midnight show and to remind
those who haven't attended lately of
what they are missing. Please don't let
the "light over at the Frankenstein Place"
burn out, for the same fire will never
exist on your television set. And if you
go, first get some coaching from
experienced personnel as to what
supplies you need and some further
instruction on RHPS etiquette. Then, go
early and get in the back row where you
can enjoy the show while avoiding many
of the flying objects.

TOWN MEETING
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1990
1:15pin-2:30pm MOOT COURT ROOM
5:15pm-6:15pm LEAHY ROOM 105
(Second meeting will focus on
the concerns of night students)

AGENDA
-Tuition Increase!
-"New" Law School Building!
-Jobs/ Or Lack Thereof! What Can And Is Being
Done To Alleviate The Job Search Panic!
-New Diploma/ Instead Of The Current Acme
Style Abomination!
-Campus Parking/ Availability And Cost!
-Loan Forgiveness/ Approval And Procedures?
-Class Scheduling?
-Environmental Law & Intellectual Property
Classes!
-Present Facility Conditions/ The Temperature
Nightmare!
The Same Problem Bas Existed For At Least
Three Years!
-Installing The T .V. Monitor Information System
To Replace The Present Elementary Style Easel
System(?) In Leahy Lobby!
-Night Students Unique Status In The CUA
Community/ i.e.
Rotating Professors Between Night And Day.
-Shortened Winter Break & Three Weeks Between
Last Exam And Graduation/ Silly You Ask? Yes,
I'd Say!
-Free Exam Food Provided By SBA During
Exams/ Necessary?
What About Just Coffee & Tea?

Sponsored by the Student Bar Association.

